THE NEXT LEVEL OF WELLHEAD SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY.

The RigLock® system delivers remote capabilities for faster, safer operations.

When it comes to safety and efficiency in the oilfield, we’re all in. That’s why we’re proud to bring the innovative RigLock system to your wellsite. It remotely connects pressure-control equipment to the wellhead, which makes well work go much faster and keeps employees away from the dangers of the red zone. An oversized, highly visible entry guide enables the adapter to drop in easily, and hydraulic cams seal the connection securely. With the RigLock system at the wellhead, you’re in control.

RIGLOCK BENEFITS:

- Remotely connects pressure-control equipment to the well
- Eliminates risk of personal injury in the red zone
- Reduces well-swap time to yield more stages per day
- Enables remote ball drops

The RigLock system remotely connects pressure-control equipment to the wellhead, so you can rig up quicker and stay out of the red zone.

RigLock is a registered trademark of FHE USA LLC.